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The objective of this paper is to compare the economics of using solar energy to operate
small multiple effect seawater distillation systems in remote areas with the conventional
method of using fossil fuels. The particular multiple effect system used is an advanced
horizontal tube, falling film system called "multiple effect stack", MES, in which the
pumping energy requirement is relatively low compared with the horizontal in-line
system. Three system configurations were investigated: (1) conventional system using a
steam generator to provide steam for the MES evaporator and a diesel generator to
provide pumping power, (2) solar-assisted system which uses solar thermal collectors to
provide hot water (instead of steam) for the evaporator and a diesel generator for
pumping power, and (3) solar stand-alone system which uses solar thermal collectors
for the evaporator heat requirement and a solar PV array to provide electrical energy for
pumping.
At the present time, solar energy cannot compete favorably with fossil energy
particularly under the present international market prices of crude oil. However, in
many remote sunny areas of the world where the real cost of fossil energy can be very
high, the use of solar energy can be an attractive alternative.
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Two important cost parameters affect the relative economics of solar energy vis-à-vis
conventional (fossil) energy: the collector cost in $ per square meter and the cost of
diesel oil in $ per Giga Joule. Solar energy becomes more competitive as the local cost
of procuring conventional fuel increases and as the collector cost decreases. The water
cost from a solar thermal-diesel-MES system (configuration #2) can be seen to approach
the water cost from a steam generator-diesel-MES system (configuration #1) when the
collector cost drops to 200 $ m-2 and diesel oil cost at the remote site reaches 50 $ GJ-1.
Using a 100 per cent solar system (configuration #3) with solar thermal and solar PV
collectors being utilized, the economics was seen to improve in favor of the solar
system. Even when diesel fuel can be procured at 10 $ GJ-1 at the remote site, the cost of
water from the solar system can be seen to approach that from a conventional plant
when thermal collectors costing 200 $ m-2 are used. The cost of water from the solar
system was shown to be always less than that from a conventional system which uses
diesel oil procured at the high price of 50 $ GJ-1 but always higher than water produced
from a conventional system using diesel oil at the low price of 10 $ GJ-1.
1. Introduction

Many remote areas of the world such as many coastal desert areas in the Middle East or
some Mediterranean and Caribbean tourist islands are suffering from an acute shortage
of drinking water. Drinking water for these locations can be hauled in by tankers or
barges, or produced by small desalination units using the available saline water. The
transportation of water by tankers or barges involves a lot of expenses and is fraught
with logistical problems which can make fresh water not only very expensive when
available but its supply is susceptible to frequent interruption. The use of small
conventional desalination units that utilize fossil fuel, such as diesel oil, as the energy
supply can suffer from the same procurement problems that are encountered with
transporting fresh water, namely transportation expenses and supply reliability.
Some of the remote areas are blessed with abundant solar radiation which can be used
as an energy source for small desalination units to provide a reliable drinking water
supply for the inhabitants of the remote areas. Recently, considerable attention has been
given to the use of solar energy as an energy source for desalination because of the high
cost of fossil fuel in remote areas, difficulties in obtaining it, interest in reducing air
pollution and the lack of electrical power source in remote areas.
Desalination of seawater and brackish water is one of the ways for meeting future fresh
water demand. Conventional desalination technology is fairly well established and some
of the processes may be considered quite mature although there is still considerable
scope for improvement and innovation. Conventional desalination processes are energy
intensive and one of the major cost items in operating expenses of any conventional
desalination plant is the energy cost. Thus, one of the major concerns about using
desalination as a means of supplying fresh water to remote communities is the cost of
energy.
Apart from energy cost implications, there are environmental concerns with regard to
the effects of using conventional energy sources. In recent years, it has become clear
that environmental pollution caused by the release of greenhouse gases resulting from
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burning fossil fuels is responsible for ozone depletion and atmospheric warming. The
need to control atmospheric emissions of greenhouse and other gases and substances
will increasingly need to be based on growing reliance on renewable sources of energy.
In this paper, the economics of a solar-assisted and solar stand-alone multiple-effect
stack (MES) distillation systems for seawater desalination are compared with that of a
conventional system consisting of an MES unit operated in association with a steam
generator and a diesel generator. The comparison is based on the economic and
meteorological environments prevailing in Abu Dhabi, UAE.
2. System Configurations
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Three system configurations are considered for the current economic study:
•

•

•

A conventional distillation system consisting of an MES evaporator supplied by
steam from a low-pressure steam generator with the pumping power supplied by a
diesel generator as shown schematically in Figure 1 (configuration #1).
A solar-assisted system consisting of an MES evaporator supplied by thermal
energy in the form of hot water from either high-efficiency flat plate collectors or
evacuated tube collectors with pumping power supplied by a diesel generator as
shown in Figure 1 (configuration #2).
A solar stand-alone system consisting of an MES evaporator supplied by thermal
energy from flat plate or evacuated tube collectors, as in configuration 2, with
pumping power supplied by a solar PV system as shown in Figure 1 (configuration
#3).

The system labeled as "configuration #1" needs two types of fossil fuel, namely crude
oil for the steam generator and diesel oil for the diesel generator. The thermal energy
required by this system is supplied by steam at a pressure ranging from 1-1.5 bar.
Several pumps are required to force the different streams to flow through the system and
to inject different chemicals into these streams to ensure safe and reliable operation. The
major pumps required by the evaporator are the seawater intake pump, feed water
pump, distillate (product water) pump, brine blowdown pump, drain pump, antiscalant
dosing pump (for feedwater stream), NaClO dosing pumps (for seawater intake and
distillate streams), NaHCO3 dosing pump (for distillate stream) and CaCl2 dosing pump
(for distillate stream). All these pumps are operated by 3-phase 415 VAC motors except
the chemical dosing pumps which are operated by 3-phase 220 VAC motors. Steam
ejectors are used to create and maintain the vacuum inside the evaporator.
The system labeled as "configuration #2" needs only one type of fossil fuel, namely,
diesel oil for the diesel generator. The thermal energy required by the MES evaporator
can be supplied in the form of hot water generated by either flat plate or evacuated tube
collectors. Double glazed, well designed flat plate collectors can produce hot water at
80°C with reasonable efficiency while evacuated tube collectors can easily produce
water at more than 95°C with good efficiency albeit higher collector cost. The pumping
power for this system is more for the conventional system because at least three
additional pumps should be incorporated: mechanical vacuum pump, heat collecting
pump and heating water pump. The mechanical vacuum pump is to replace the steam
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ejector in the conventional system since no steam is available in the current system. The
heat collecting pump is used to circulate the collector fluid (water) through the collector
field to enhance solar heat collection. The heating water pump is used to draw hot water
from the heat accumulator and supply it to the first effect of the MES evaporator to
initiate seawater boiling in that effect. The capacity of the diesel generator for this
system is therefore larger than that of the conventional system.

Figure 1. System configurations.
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The system labeled "configuration #3" utilizes solar energy to satisfy both thermal and
electrical energy demands of the system. The electrical power requirements of this
system are essentially the same as that of "configuration #2". However, the power
requirement is supplied by an array of solar PV cells instead of a diesel generator. An
inverter is used to change the DC output into AC electricity.
3. Design and Sizing Considerations
3.1. Thermal Energy Requirement
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The thermal energy requirement of the MES evaporator, Qev, depends essentially on its
rated capacity as well as its performance ratio. The performance ratio for MES
evaporators depends essentially on the number of effects according to the following
relations (ENAA and WED 1986; Hanbury et al. 1995)

PR = −0.809 + 0.932 N − 0.0091N 2

(1)

Qev can be obtained from (2)
Qev = M d

L
PR

(2)

where Md is the rated (design) capacity and L is the latent heat of vaporization.
-
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